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The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 
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All symbols ure of usual significance. 

Answer any four questions from the following 

Write the definition of food additives. Name two class II preservatives. Write a 
note about food safety. 

Nornotial Cor 

Food additives-4g RS| RSI G class II preservatives-43 A (C|L Food safety 

(i) Coffee, (ii) Black pepper, (ii) Turmeric, (iv) Edible oil. 

LIBRARY 

Write the difference between foodborne infection and foodborne intoxication. 

Write a short note on rancidity of fat. 
Foodborne infection qR foodborne intoxication-47 AJ 14J (GI Rancidity 
of fat-4 G p r C| 

Food safety FSSAI-47 gt 
qF|6 A food adulterant-4 A (GCTI 

Full Marks: 40 

Describe the role of FSSAI in food safety. Write the name of one adulterant 
present in following each foodstuffs. 

(i) *F, (i) (atA AÍA5, (iii) 2q4, (iv) (t (OGI 

Gbal P0I fARafo efoft J483 FA 

afo q1 a Ropy milk 405 dÌ IR ? 

Write the full form of: PFA, MPO, FPO, BIS. Write two common methods for the 

detection of presence of water in milk. What do you mean by Ropy milk? 

Give the types of food preservation. Write the application of cold sterilization. 
Write a short note on flat sour. 
Food preservation-44 A9R A|| Cold sterilization-4 GI 

Flat sour-44 G93 RF D (GCII 

Write different steps of squash preparation. What are the difference between Jam 
and Jelly? Write the nutritional components of Jelly. 

10x4 = 40 

2+2+6 

6+4 

6+4 

4+4-2 

3+3+4 

S+2+3 

Turn Over 
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7. What is BIS? Write functions of BIS, WIwt is adulterant? 

8 Compare between quick and slow freezing. Mention the advantages of quick 

freezing. Write the medicinal value of ginger and garlic. 
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Quick freezing R slow freezing-43 KAI yaANEF IAIb-| FA s 
oeA fBfA GCEN CA|I Ginger gt garlic-43 medicinal value rot 

Write a note on spoilage of vegetables and fuits. 

qaeP(AS spoilage it ( 

2 

2+6+2 

(3+2)+ 

22) 

5+5 
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